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The energy policy & public engagement
challenge?
Most people when quizzed carefully agree that:
“Global civilisation needs access to affordable,
reliable and clean/ low-carbon sources of
energy and should use that energy, along with
other resources, as smartly and efficiently as
possible”
But how is that to be delivered?
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Energy policy trilemma, plus for projects
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‘smarter living’ & ‘central generation’
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open cycle gas/ small modular nuclear/
marine/etc
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The future:Cmore focus on consumers and systems ?
Locally driven
Connectable and controllable assets
State/National facilities
Smarter buildings( internet of
• Transmission grids(electricity and
things/big data/smart
gas) already fairly smart and
appliances/smart meters/);
efficient but uncertainties
demand side management/energy
around:
conservation;
- which mix of power stations:
distributed generation with local
nuclear, gas, coal, large-scale
consumption(’buildings as power
renewables, pumped storage?
stations’- plus micro-grids; district
- how best to maximise their
heating; etc );
positive economic impacts;
smart grids/ local energy storage;
- maintaining security of supply
integrated community /city/regionwide energy systems(including
when considerable wind and solar
electricity, heat and smarter
power intermittency?
transport);
-how best to ensure well- informed
great innovation opportunities;
public debate around large-scale
strong public support, especially if
energy and climate change
resiliency & good local benefits;
mitigation issues?
how best to marry local and central
- how best to marry central and local
generation?

generation?

City&region system-architects
National energy systemand ESCOs?
architect ?
New utilities/regulatory models?
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*With thanks to Prof Kahan

Egalitarianism

Pro large-renewables/ Strong climate change concerns

Smart Living Framework
Smart Living Wales facilitates improved and innovative energy systems and infrastructure to mobilise smart users, develop connected assets and deliver a smarter balanced
grid.

SMART USERS

CONNECTED ASSETS

SMARTER GRID

energised smart building systems taking account of
social behaviour

connecting innovative and localised energy assets
more intelligently

smart infrastructure options that transform way society
produces, delivers and consumes energy

Holistic
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Sources,
Systems &
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•Holistic home management
systems and smart meters
•Holistic home energy generation
and consumption
•Internet of things
•Develop & showcase energised
public assets

Connected
Assets

Smart
Users

Building
Power
Houses

•Smarter Buildings
•Innovative building management
systems
•Substitution, optimisation,
visualisation, integration (realise
scope, expand frontline analytics,
model&test (physical &
computational)
•Balanced generation, storage and
usage

•Demonstrator sources of
generation
•Testbed electric, heat, water,
power systems and technology

Energy Asset
Optimisation

•Create virtual power plants and
energy management
•Embed circular economy usage
and networking
•Energy Hub s
•District Integrators and
interconnectivity

Multivector
conversions

• Gas
• Heat
• Power
• Water

Expert
managed
traffic

Smarter
Grid
Resilience &
Security

Building
Energy
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•Smart Cities and Valleys
•Building interlinks in health
[teleconenergy];
•links local government [digital
inclusion]; skills [cross
disciplines];
•Home and Public aggregators

Restructuring

Local Controls

System Controls

- Produce

- electromechnical

- Reliability of physical devices

- Consume

- Electronic

- Interconnected to hostring infrastructure

- Store

- Software

- Transport

• Innovative storage
• Electric Vehicle infrastructure

• Segmentation
• Develop micro grid infrastructure
to support distributed generation
• Capacity Mapping

Secure Communication and Computational Platform
Physical Energy Devices

• Smart grid systems - real time data,
active network management
• Innovative traffic transmission
activity - sleeving, llicence local
services
• Managing Big Data and Dashboard
aggregation
• Demand Side Management

- Monitoring
- Energy Network Security assessment

Publics engagement comes in different forms

From UK energy research partnership report on public engagement

Conclusions
• We must all think holistically within an energy systems context
–including about how energy is used in practice.
• No magic technology-bullets but some solutions more
acceptable than others.
• Low-cost, low- carbon energy is an attractive goal, locally and
centrally.
• Public will play an increasing role-enabled by democracy and
social media. Recognised in the Australian Energy Green Paper.
• Effective public engagement is not easy or cheap-needs to be
facilitated by trusted agents and done as early as possible.
• If it can be created in a way which gives it credibility, a strategic
narrative( descriptive, not prescriptive) should enable rationale
debate with all stakeholders, including the publics.

